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Have you ever been annoyed because of accidentally deleting some important files or photos? Are
you still looking for the effective ways to get back deleted files? If so, visit this article below. Step by
step you may do recovery by yourself.

What cause lost files?

Here are the possibilities that may lead to files or photos lost:

1. Physical failures: a failure of electric motor, drive head crash, spindle motor, firmware corruption
and etc.

2. Logical failures: accidental deletion, accidental format, file and file system corruption, software
bugs, viruses, and so on.

What are the solutions?

Before performing deleted file recovery, please remember to verify the file has really been erased.
Sometimes, the file might just have been moved. Because of this, you ought to search the hard
drive for that file to make sure whether the file has actually removed. For this, you are able to run
find or search on your PC.

1. Restore data from backup

For these files that have been backed up to a disk or other storage devices, it is suggested that the
file be retrieved from that backup when the files cannot be found.

2. Restore data from Recycle Bin or Trash

Generally, most computer operating systems have protections, such as Recycle Bin or Trash. Due
to this, the file you have deleted very likely is still in the Recycle Bin or Trash. In this case, it is so
east to recover these missing files, just via Restore function, all problems will be solved.

3. Find a recovery tool

If you deleted the file before you realized your error, then the first step you should do would be to
not write any new data to the hard disk. There is hope for data recovery hard drive if your hard disk
space is not overwritten yet. Once it is, then your file is lost.

Now you can try to use MagicCute Data Recover, is a professional recovery tool that can recover
deleted photos, files or data in just several clicks. Here just take photos recovery for example:

Download and install MagicCute Data Recover

Click Photo Recovery option

Choose a source you need to search and then click Next option to start the scan

All deleted photos will be scanned out for your choosing, after this you are able to choose to recover
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deleted photos at your will.

Very simple, isnâ€™t it? All in all, with it, you can retrieve lost files or photos in an easy, quick, safe and
professional way!
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